From Toulouse

By the canal du midi

Follow the bike path to the lock
of Vic (just after the bridge).
Continue on the trail to the next
bridge (Deyme’s bridge).
Leave the trail and turn right.
After crossing the bridge turn left
into the path along the canal
(«Les Monges»).
Continue on this road until you
cross the RD813.
Turn left and continue along the
RD813 about 200m.
Turn left at the intersection and
take the first right up to the
camping reception.
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Follow the bike path to the lock of
Montgiscard.
Continue on the trail to the
Deyme’s bridge (third bridge after
the lock).
Leave the trail and turn left.
After crossing the bridge turn left into the path along the canal («Les Monges»).
Continue on this road until you cross the RD813.
Turn left and continue along the RD813 about 200m.
Turn left at the intersection and take the first right up to the camping reception.
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Itineraries and Maps
17 RD 813
31450
DEYME
05 61 81 72 07
GPS coordinates : lat. 43.486944 – Lon. 1.532222
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From Lyon, Marseille, Avignon…
Keep driving on the A9 until Narbonne and take the
fork to join the A61(E80) direction Carcassonne,
Toulouse.
Continue until exit 19.1 (Montgiscard).
After the toll, at the traffic circle take the first exit at the
right to reach the RD813 at a second traffic circle. Here,
turn right direction Montgiscard.
Continue on the RD813 crossing Montgiscard (2 traffic
lights) and Donneville to finally arrive at Deyme
Where the 2 lanes are separated by a ground strip,
you have to turn right at the first crossroads and then
continue slowly (careful at the speed bumps) until the
campground entrance.
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Ride on the A71 A71 to Vierzon and take the fork to
join the A20(E9).
After spending Montauban, take the junction to join
the A62 (E9/E72) direction Toulouse.
At the toll follow direction A61(Rocade extérieure direction Montpellier)
Continue to Exit 19 (Palays) and follow direction
Ramonville Saint-Agne/Castanet-Tolosan.
Continue on A623 to traffic circle and take the third exit
to reach RD813 (direction Castanet-Tolosan).
Continue on RD813, at next traffic circle go straight(3rd
exit) direction Auzeville-Tolosane/Castanet-Tolosan.
Cross Auzeville-Tolosane, at the traffic circl go straight
direction Castanet-Tolosan.
Cross Castanet-Tolosan then Péchabou and also
Pompertuzat.
After the traffic light at Pompertuzat, continue straight
on RD 813, at this point, the 2 lanes are separated by
a middle red lane reserved for vehicles wanting to turn
left.

At the end the 2 lanes are separated by a ground
strip, after it you have to turn left and cross RD813 to
reach the campground.
Then turn right and continue slowly to the campground
entrance.
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From or by Bordeaux

At the toll follow direction A61(Rocade extérieure direction Montpellier)
Continue to Exit 19 (Palays) and follow direction
Ramonville Saint-Agne/Castanet-Tolosan.
Continue on A623 to traffic circle and take the third
exit to reach RD813 (direction Castanet-Tolosan).
Continue on RD813, at next traffic circle go straight(3rd
exit) direction Auzeville-Tolosane/Castanet-Tolosan.
Cross Auzeville-Tolosane, at the traffic circle go
straight direction Castanet-Tolosan.
Cross Castanet-Tolosan then Péchabou and also
Pompertuzat.

After the traffic light at Pompertuzat, continue straight
on RD 813, at this point, the 2 lanes are separated by
a middle red lane reserved for vehicles wanting to
turn left.
At the end the 2 lanes are separated by a ground
strip, after it you have to turn left and cross RD813 to
reach the campground.
Then turn right and continue slowly to the campground
entrance.
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